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1. Introduction:
This study explores the potential to increase the use of biomass as a fuel source within the Southend
area. This report is made in close collaboration with The SCIC ENR pays de Dinan, our CREST project
partner who have strong expertise in quantifying biomass production capacity, biomass storage,
processing and shipping for different purposes.

This report aims to inform Southend Borough Council (SBC) about energy efficiency structures and
the capacity of Southend area to provide the fuel required if a renewable biomass strategy is
implemented. The focus of the report is on the potential implementation within the public sector, in
particular schools, as local authorities are willing to promote renewable technologies.

2. Biomass Energy
The energy contained in wood comes originally from the sunlight. The trees/plants transform this
electromagnetic energy into chemical energy through the photosynthesis chain reaction by capturing
CO2 in the atmosphere to produce the necessary biomass for their growth. This energy stored in the
biomass of the trees/plants i.e. the wood products can be used for different purposes by burning the
wood and using the thermal energy for heating (ref: Biomass as an energy source , chapter 1).

2.1. Supply Chain
The supply chain describes the transfer process from woodland areas to the different heating
systems they will feed.
Management of the woodland is the primary step in ensuring a maintained supply of biomass for
heat. The density of the woodland used must be maintained to facilitate a steady supply of the
renewable energy source. The balance between trees and hedges felled and cut and those being
planted and becoming mature must therefore be maintained.
Once cut, the wood must then be chipped and dried. These two processes can occur in any order. If
chipped and then dried the chips require a dedicated area where fermentation enables drying. If
dried first, the source forests can be used as the drying area before transport to chipping. The
resulting product must be 25% moisture and can take 6 months to achieve in the chipped form. Once
dry, chips can be moved to the valorisation facility.
If the resource is well managed i.e. the demand in wood for heating is not higher than the production
of wood in the area managed, this resource can be said to be renewable.
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The trees need carbon dioxide (CO2) to grow and produce their wood structure. Upon burning, the
CO2 released will then be recaptured by other trees. The CO2 is therefore said to have been re-cycled.
Unlike fossil fuels, which transfer greenhouse gases into the atmosphere that were naturally sealed
in the ground for geological time spans, biomass fuels are neutral for the environment in terms of
CO2 production (see au-dessous).

Figure 1: Sustainable cycle of biomass as a heating fuel.

2.2. Biomass Boilers
2.2.1. Types of fuel
1. Woodchip from woodland management: the wood is directly cut and harvested and is then
chipped and then dried. This kind of substrate can be composed of different types of wood.
2. Woodchip from sawmills: The substrate is provided from all the wastes of sawmills that
produce furniture or pallets.
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3. Wood pellets: pellets require a compression of the small wood particle. Their production is
longer, needs more processing and costs more over time. The pellets created however, are
more energy efficient. This model is usually more adapted to small building than woodchip.

a

b

c

Figure 2: Types of fuels used for biomass boilers. a) Woodchip from woodland management b) woodchip from sawmills
c) wood pellets

2.2.2. Biomass boiler types
Once the wood has been processed into a form that is efficient to burn, it can be used in a specifically
designed boiler for biomass. A biomass boiler produces much less pollution than the heating devices
that rely on fossil fuels (Table 1). Unlike old biomass boilers, the new ones allow a complete
combustion of the wood, which decreases the amount of pollutants released during the reaction.
Ash production is also drastically decreased in new biomass boilers through a better combustion and
fumes treatment. Additionally, the woodchip combustion in new generations boilers does not create
any extra carbon dioxide (CO2), very little suffer dioxide (SO2), carbon monoxide (CO) and Volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) compared to fossil fuel boilers.
Table 1. Pollutant emission through heating

Gases and
particles
produced
through
heating
Oil Boiler
Natural gas
boiler
Coal boiler
Log burning
stove
New gen log
burning stove
Woodchip
biomass
boiler

S02
Sulphur
dioxide
(mg/MJ)

NOx
Nirtogen
oxides (mg/MJ)

CxHx
Volatil Organic
Compounds
(mg/MJ)

CO
Carbon
monoxide
(mg/MJ)

CO2
Carbon
dioxide
(mg/MJ)

Ashes
(mg/MJ)

140
0

40
40

10
5

50
50

78000
52000

5
0

340
10

70
50

10
1000

4500
6000

104000
0

60
70

10

42

9

366

0

14

10

45

2

16

0

14
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2.2.3. Financial structure of biomass boilers
Biomass boiler installations require a large investment (ref: How much do biomass systems cost, the
eco experts)
- £12,000 in average to install an automatic biomass boiler in a domestic residence
- Manual biomass boilers, where the wood is fed into the furnace by hand, are cheaper at
about £7,000.
- A large hospital would need to spend a staggering £400,000 to provide adequate year
round heating and hot water using a biomass boiler.

Moreover, there are added costs associated with maintenance and repair. Conversely, using wood as
fuel allows significant savings on the energy bill over time (au-dessous) and the average payback
period for a biomass boiler is between 7 and 8 years. Although the initial investment is more
significant than for a fossil fuel boiler, the cost of the fuel is much less expansive (au-dessous). Once
the initial cost of the biomass boiler has been reclaimed through a saving in fuel, the long-term cost
of the biomass boiler is significantly less than traditional, more polluting boilers. Even taking into
account a financial repayment, the annual cost of a biomass boiler is still significantly less than that
of a traditional fossil fuel boiler.
Since fossil fuels such as oil are a globally traded commodity, their price is prone to significant
fluctuation. Should the costs of fossil fuel increase, 90% of the energy bill using a traditional boiler
will be affected. Comparatively, if the price of the wood were to increase, less than 50% of the total
energy bill would be affected. Timber products are not currently a globally traded commodity,
additionally, their production does not rely heavily on fossil fuel intensive processes.
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Tableau 2. Expecting average energy savings when using a biomass boiler compared to classic heating systems
Existing system

Fuel bill
savings

RHI payment (£/year)
01/04/2015 to 30/06/2015

RHI payment (£/year)
01/07/2015 to 30/09/2015

Carbon dioxide
savings (kgCO2/year)

(£/year)
Electricity (old electric

490 - 880

9,700 to 15,700

130 - 140

5,600 to 8,200 kg

storage heaters)

Oil older (noncondensing)
LPG older (non-

970-1,390

1,730 to 2,610

1,385 to 2,090

5,300 to 7,800

condensing)
Coal

300 - 460

10,100 to 15,400

Gas older (non-

10 - 70

4,600 to 6,800

condensing

Woodchip
Fossil CO2 emission
g/kWh

Logs
Heating pump
Wood pellets
Gas network
Wood pellets
in bags
Domestic oil
Electricity
Oil for stoves
Propane

Figure 3: Energy cost comparison

Energy price in
Euros/kWh
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2.2.4. Economic and Environmental Benefits
Development of a biomass supply chain could create significant employment opportunities. For an
equivalent consumption in an area, biomass creates 4 times more local jobs than fossil energies (ref:
ADEME, l'essentiel du bois-énergie). This development is also important as it can valorise the wood
that would usually be wasted in the targeted area. Instead of being cut down and disposed or sold as
logs, this wood can be treated locally: stored, dried, shredded and shipped to local users like public
buildings equipped with biomass boilers. This market generates incomes for the local authority in
charge of the wood management, it can generates new jobs as well and local customers can get their
fuel from a local source (which means less carbon spent in transport) and a reasonable price as it's
not been shipped from a foreign country.
As an environmental benefit, responsible woodland management has a proven beneficial impact on
its biodiversity and productivity (ref: Position statement by wildlife and countryside link on the
forestry commission's woodfuel strategy for England).

2.2.5. Current biomass availability in Southend
Within Southend, the availability in wood is currently relatively low. Disparate woodlands
represented by parks are managed each year by a team in Southend Borough Council. This team led
by Ian Brown says managing approximately 6000 trees each year. On top of that, 300 to 600 trees fall
down naturally and are cut down. This wood is currently shipped out and sold out of Southend.
If a significant biomass supply chain policy was to be installed in Southend, it is likely that the wood
will have to come from areas further afield as 6000 trees will not be sufficient to supply a big biomass
network. The cost of transport stays low as long as the shipping distance between wood storage and
delivery address is inferior to 30km (ref: Plan de gestion bocager Fevrier 2014, SCIC ENR Pays de
Dinan). A 30km area represents approximately two thirds of Essex.

2.3. Biomass boiler installations
2.3.1. Necessary size
The size of a boiler is determined by the size/needs of the community that is to be heated. The
average specifications for the different sizes of boilers can be seen in au-dessous. For example, a
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normal sized school building will in average need a 150 to 200 kW biomass boiler to supply its
energy.

Figure 4: Boiler specifications according to their sizes

2.3.2. Automatic biomass boilers
Automatic biomass boilers function in a very similar way to traditional biomass boilers. The basic
principle is to burn the fuel in order to get hot water. This water is then delivered to the heater to
keep the temperature, which is controlled by a thermostat in the buildings (au-dessous). The key
difference with the automatic biomass boilers, compared with regular biomass boilers is the fuel
supply. Moreover, the starting system and the way to remove ashes is also now automatic. The
combustion is also set according to the needs of the building to which it supplies hot water. Through
those features, the boiler's yield is increased compared to the old models, the pollutants emissions
are decreased and it becomes as easy to use as a classic oil or gas boiler.
There is a minimum size requirement for the fuel storage for the biomass boiler. The storage room
size is depending on the fuel requirements, the size of the buildings, the room available and the
autonomy required. The more the building needs to be autonomous the bigger the stockroom is
required to be. If there's not enough space to store the woodchip, a good alternative can be to install
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a wood pellet biomass boiler. The pellet is a more compacted substrate than woodchip; nevertheless,
it is more expensive in terms of price/kWh.

Figure 5: Automatic biomass boiler principle

2.3.3. Heating networks
A heating network can be very useful if there is more than one building to heat. One boiler will be
able to provide enough hot water to all the buildings but each structure can keep its own running
autonomy.
The network is composed of insulated pipes transporting hot water to the buildings and bringing
back cold water to the boiler. Each building will have a sub-station that allows the exchange of heat
between the main network and the building (au-dessousErreur ! Source du renvoi introuvable.). A
meter must be installed in each building to record energy consumption individually. This heating
system can be combined with other heating systems as solar PV panels.
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Figure 6: Heating network scheme

If the boiler has a sufficient capacity, it is also possible to connect other buildings, not part of the
original community to the network. In this case this exceeding heat/energy can be sold to the other
users in order to valorise the initial investment.

2.3.4. Government incentives for sustainable heating installations
The government has established financial solutions to help people and local authorities developing
their sustainable strategies. The Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) scheme is a good financial support
to assist local authorities / public buildings / schools / communities in investing in Biomass boilers as
a choice for their heating system (see Table 2). There is an online RHI calculator tool available on the
government website (ref: Renewable Heat Incentive Calculator)
Table 2. Renewable Heat Incentive in 2014

Tariff Name
Small non domestic biomass

Medium non domestic Biomass
(accredited on or after 1st of July
2013)
Large non domestic Biomass
(accreted on or after 21 January
2013)

Eligible Sizes
Less than 200 kW

above 200 and less than 1 MW

Above 1 MW

Tariffs (p/kWh)

Tier

8.4

Tier 1

2.2

Tier 2

5.1

Tier 1

2.2

Tier 2

2
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3. Essex biomass resources
All the data presented in this chapter are taken from the a preliminary study done in Essex in 2014
(ref: Preliminary Study; Local Authority Woodland Resource in Essex, Thame Chase Trust). If a
biomass supply chain scheme / model wants to be put in place in Southend area, we've seen that
Southend is not managing enough woodlands on its own in order to supply several public buildings
like schools. It is worth looking at the resource on the Essex region to know if a biomass supply chain
can be considered.
The Essex County Council Wooded Estate consists of over 50 separate woodlands scattered across
Essex (Essex's area: 3500 km²). The woodlands are a mixture of 'woodlands located on Country Parks,
agricultural' estate woodlands, willow plantations and disused railway track beds.
Essex woodlands cover 5.3% of Essex area which is way below the national average (around 10%).
This percentage represents 19,455 ha of woodland in total and approximately 30% of these are nonprivate woodlands.

Table 3. Summary of known woodland ownership across the Essex woodland resource. Adapted from the Local Authority
woodland Resource in Essex (2014).

Area (Ha)

Local Authorities
City of London Corporation
Forestry Commission
Essex Wildlife Trust
National Trust
Woodland Trust

Woodland as a percentage of
that in Essex (%)
1,977
10.2
1,705
8.8
Non- Local Authority Landowners
600
3
625
3.2
500
2.6
70
3.6

There are 14 authorities within Essex that own a total of approximately 2000 ha across the county
(see Table 3). This woodland is currently not sufficiently managed and this management is very
different between the different councils.
This amount of wood does not take into account the other kind of owners that could be involved in a
higher scale biomass supply chain scheme like Forestry Commission, Woodland Trust, Essex Wildlife
Trust and large private owners. It does not take into account trees from hedges around the fields
privately owned and representing a good source in already existing biomass supply chain (see
Chapter4. Example of a sustainable local biomass supply chain - "SCIC EnR" in the "Pays de Dinan",
France:).
In the whole County, it is legitimate to consider the wood growth as an average of Yield class of 4 (1
ha of woodland produces 4 m3/year of wood fuel) (ref: Preliminary Study; Local Authority Woodland
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Resource in Essex, Thame Chase Trust). The most common trees in the region woodlands are: mixed
broadleaved, oak woodland with hornbeam and cherry. In average, these tree species will lead to a
yield class of 4.
All of the Essex authorities consider they actively manage their woodland. This management activity
though is really focused on reacting to basic Health and Safety requirements rather than having the
kind of real woodland management programme that could support a biomass supply chain. The
principal reasons for this are a lack of skills and equipment and the fact that staffing levels are under
extreme pressure in all the authorities in Essex. In almost all cases authorities have neither the
required skills or staffing levels to create stable and accurate woodland management. On top of that,
the cost of transport is high and most of the woodlands are disparate although there is still some big
parks/woodland areas in the region existing , for example:
- Langdon Hill Country Park, 120 ha (owned by Essex County Council)
- Norsey Woods 50 ha (owned by Basildon Council)
- Harlow Woods, 47.1 ha (owned by Harlow Council)
Despite a certain amount of wood in their localities, most of the authorities decide not to start a
sustainable wood management scheme as 8 authorities out of 14 sell timber for firewood and
nothing more at the moment. But a basic management within each Council could allow the
authorities to start a low scale biomass supply chain scheme:

For example, Southend-On-Sea Borough on its own owns around 100 ha of woodland but according
to the local authority, only, 6000 trees are managed each year. Again, the main reason is the lack of
equipment and staff. If these 100 ha of woodland were managed, according to our toolkit we
developed, 4 schools equipped with a biomass boiler could be supplied each year by local wood fuel.
At a bigger scale, Essex County Council owns 810 ha of woodland. The management of this area could
supply between 35 and 40 schools running on biomass for their heating. These statements are only
possible if 100% of each local authority's woodland is perfectly managed would not be possible in the
next few years due to the lack of equipment / staff / skills.
But if theoretically, if the different authorities within Essex were able to work together and target to
actively manage 60% of their woodland across the county with real plans, 4,745 m3 of wood could be
produced. This would represent the demand in wood for 40 to 45 local schools across the County.

On top of that, there is a real work that could be done to make authorities and large private land
owners working together. Some of the private owners possess more than 100 ha of unmanaged
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woodland in the County. A real plan to join and private and public woodland management could
easily double the capacity to supply the potential biomass boilers in the region.

4. Example of a sustainable local biomass supply chain - "SCIC EnR"
in the "Pays de Dinan", France:
In 2005, the region "Pays de Dinan" wanted to investigate the potential to generate renewable
energies in their local area. A capacity study has been realised and showed the woodlands were
undermanaged (comparatively to what studies showed for Essex). Councillors and citizens decided to
regroup and create a structure to valorise their wood through their woodlands and huge amounts of
hedges. The initial aim was to create a short network to supply the existing biomass boilers in the
Pays de Dinan (At that time, only two were existing and needed to be supplied).
The legal status of the structure has been turned into a cooperative: SCIC (Société Coopérative
d'Interêt Collectif). The main reason was to regroup in the same structure public and private
members to increase and manage efficiently different resources: lands, skills, equipment, workforce.
The SCIC EnR (ENergies Renouvelables) was founded in 2008 by one person working half time and
only 2 biomass boilers to supply.
During the first year, a big part of the total incomes were provided by public funding (see Table 4).
After 6 years the SCIC EnR is financially autonomous and has created 10 jobs within the cooperative
and 5 more jobs for the extended activities of the partners. By helping the SCIC, EU, the French
government, the region and the local authorities allowed the generation of a local, green and
sustainable source of renewable energies, valorised their woodlands and hedges and created a social
model increasing business in that region within the cooperative and its share holders.
Table 4. SCIC EnR development since it's been founded in 2008. Adapted from Structurer la fillière bois-énergies,
l’exemple de la SCIC EnR dy Pays de Dinan (2014).

Year
Funding (k€)
Revenue
generated (RG)
in k€
Funding/RG
€ generated per
1€ of investment
Number of
employees

2008-09
53
43

2010
63
168

2011
112
329

2012
81
546

2013
6
645

2014
24
880

55%
1

25%
4

25%
4

12%
8

1%
110

2.7%
37

0.5

1

3

6

10

10
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The SCIC has now a wide range of activities, all related to sustainability and renewables. The main
skills and knowledge shared between the partners are focused on woodland management. The 5
main domains on which the cooperative works now are:

- Woodchip (1/10 of their incomes)
- Logs (3/10 of their incomes)
- Reforestation (3/10 of their incomes)
- Woodland management (1/10 of their incomes)
- Events and projects coordination (1/10 of their incomes)

Example of their biomass local chain supply:

First storage
Pruning
50€/h

Woodchip sale
25€/m3
0.026€/kWh
Energetic yield: 90%

Shredding
150€/h

Storage and Drying
3
3 to 5€/m
Transport
40€/h

Figure 7: SCIC EnR's sustainable local biomass supply chain
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5. Biomass Toolkit and Scenarios
5.1. Toolkit description
The amount of wood needed by a community to feed their boilers can be difficult to evaluate.
Especially if the number of buildings are not known beforehand.
The CREST project developed a toolkit, which will help to calculate the amount of wood needed
according to the number of buildings equipped with a biomass boiler of a certain power. The outputs
given by this tool can give an estimation of the following things:
- Global energy consumption,
- Energy type cost,
- Amount of fuel required,
- Volume required to store the fuel,
- Converter amount of wood in,
- Potential incomes generated through RHI.

To obtain this information, the tool needs to be fed with different input data:
- Number of buildings equipped with a biomass boiler,
- Boiler capacity in kW,
- Intensity it will run on over a year,
- Running hours in summer,
- Running hours in winter,
- Fuel price,
- RHI benefits.

Table 5. Biomass study toolkit. Example shown is for 1 school equipped with a 199 kWh biomass boiler

INPUTS
Number of
schools

Boiler
capacity
(kWh)
199

Intensity (%)

Winter usage
(hours/day)

Summer usage
(hours/day)

80

7

3

Tier 1

Tier2

RHI

8,6

2,2

up to (h)

1314

1

Woodchip
Price/tonne
(£)
85

Wood pellet
Price/tonne
(£)
200
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FUEL DATA
3

Mass (Tonnes)

volume of wood (m )

Energy (kWh)

Woodchips (35% moisture)

1

4

2900

Woodchips (25% moisture)

1

4

3800

Wood pellet

1

1

4800

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Woodland
management

Tree hedge
management
Mixed hedge
management
Bush hedge
management

Energy (kWh)

Full wood volume
3
(m )

yearly growth
3
(m /ha/year)

yearly growth
(MAP/ha/year)

2475

1

7

18

Energy (kWh)

Full wood volume
3
(m )

2475

1

yearly growth
3
(m /100 linear
metre)
0.4

yearly growth
(MAP/100 linear
metre)
1

2475

1

0.7

1.8

2475

1

0.8

2

OUTPUTS
Woodchip needed
(35% moisture)
(tonnes)
100,2548276

Woodchip needed
(25% moisture)
(tonnes)
76,51026316

Wood pellet needed
(tonnes)

per year

Energy
consumption
(kWh)
290739

per week

5572,167813

1,921437177

1,466359951

1,160868294

Price (£)

8521,660345

6503,372368

12114,125

Price / kWh (pence)

2,931034483

2,236842105

4,166666667

Storage volume
(m3/year)
Storage volume
(m3/week)

401,0193103

306,0410526

60,570625

7,685681392

5,865388431

1,160858127

60,570625

WOOD REQUIRED

per year
per week

full
wood
3
(m )
117,47030
3
2,2513809

MAP

Woodland
(ha)

Tree hedge
(linear metre)

303,0733818

16,78147186

29367,57576

Mixt hedge
(linear
metre)
16781,47186

5,808562812

0,321625848

562,8452337

321,6258478

Bush Hedge
(linear
metre)
14683,78788
281,4226168
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35
Number of big trees (1 tree every 15m)
per year
1957,8383
84
per week
37,523015
58
RHI
for
benefits
boiler<200
kWh
yearly (£)
23131,362

5.2. Scenarios
Through this biomass toolkit, it is possible to design different scenarios in order to anticipate the
amount of wood, its cost and the incomes the installation of a certain number of biomass boilers
installations could. The example has been taken for schools as those buildings have been a priority
target during the CREST project.

5.2.1. Scenario 1
The biomass chain supply is not yet ready in Southend and needs to be tested. A few numbers of
schools will be equipped with Biomass boilers, only five of them. This will represent a low uptake in
wood to allow the biomass supply chain to start.

5.2.2. Scenario 2
After a few years, once the biomass supply chain is operational, the wood uptake will be able to
increase if it is each year well managed. Ideally, more schools will want to follow the example and
will install a biomass boiler: 20 schools.

5.2.3. Scenario 3
That's a long-term scenario if everything can work in perfect conditions and if the resource around
Southend and within Essex is sufficient to provide 40 Schools.
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Table 6. Results from three scenarios testing the amount of wood necessary to supply a certain amount of schools
equipped with 200 kW biomass boilers running at 80% of their capacity

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Energy consumption (MWh)

1454

5815

11630

Woodchip price (k£)

33

130

260

61

242

485

29

117

235

Weekly Storage for Wood pellet (m )

6

23

46

Woodland area to manage (ha)

84

336

671

RHI generated (k£)

49

147

273

Wood pellet price (k£)
3

Weekly Storage for Woodchip (m )
3
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Fuel costs per kWh

Fuel prices per kWh (excluding VAT)

Prices per kwh by moisture content

This spreadsheet shows how the cost of energy from woodfuel changes with varying
moisture content. Excel spreadsheet - 41 kB
Fuel

Price per unit

kWh per unit

pence per kWh

Wood chips (30% MC)

£110 per tonne

3,500 kWh/t

3.1p/kWh

Wood pellets

£210 per tonne

4,800 kWh/t

4.4p/kWh

Natural gas

4.9p/kWh

1

4.9p/kWh
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Heating oil

58p per litre

10 kWh/ltr

5.8p/kWh

LPG (bulk)

43p per litre

6.6 kWh/ltr

6.5p/kWh

Electricity

15.0p/kWh

1

15.0p/kWh

